
Intuitive Cashier and Consumer
Interface

The NCR RealScan 78OFX’s aggressive scan pattern reads all

sizes and shapes of bar codes making the scanner

particularly user-friendly for novice and self-service users.

To further improve ease of use, a customizable scan adviser,

leveraging five bright LED’s, provides intuitive cashier

feedback regardless of distractions during the checkout

process. The use of peripheral vision, colors, and patterns is

ideal for hearing impaired cashiers. When combined with

the external speaker connection, the scan adviser facilitates

silent feedback for a quieter front end.

Efficient Operational Performance

All of the NCR RealScan 78OFX’s features converge to

provide efficient operational performance throughout the

checkout process. The NCR RealScan 78OFX is designed to

offer optimal productivity for easy serviceability and

maintenance along with efficient and reliable operation. In

addition, it provides electronic article surveillance tools to

help reduce shrink.

Features and benefits include:
•  Serviceability enhancements, such as side accessible

handles for installation, tool-free removal of the bezel and
tower for quick access to key components, and a reduced
number of screws to shorten repair times and ensure that
lanes are up and running.

•  The ability to power the scanner from many POS
terminals reduces cable connections and therefore
improves reliability.

•  Scan Doctor software “speaks” to the cashier to describe
problems and explain how to fix them. The color-coded,
five LED scan adviser supplements Scan Doctor and
quickly communicates scanner status.

•  The NCR RealScan 78OFX supports Sensormatic®
Ultra•Max® Deactivator 5278 technology providing a
30% larger deactivation zone than non bi-planar coil
solutions. This reduces failures-to-deactivate, which
improves both employee and customer satisfaction.

•  NCR offers PACESETTER Management Tools that
facilitate remote firmware updates, configuration changes
and asset tracking without the expense of physically
handling each device. PACESETTER saves retailers time
and money.

•  PACESETTER Management Tools can also help retailers
monitor checkout productivity by tracking data such as
items per minute, single versus multi-pass and
Sensormatic deactivations.

The NCR RealScan 78OFX’s performance and flexibility
provide an unparalleled scanning solution designed to
protect the retailer’s investment.
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